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Abstract

This study investigates the response of the semidiurnal tide (SDT) to the 2013 major sudden stratospheric warming (SSW)

event using meteor radar wind observations and mechanistic tidal model simulations. In the model, the background atmosphere

is constrained to meteorological fields from the Navy Global Environmental Model - High Altitude analysis system. The solar

(thermal) and lunar (gravitational) SDT components are forced by incorporating hourly global temperature tendency fields from

the ERA5 forecast model, and by specifying the M2 and N2 lunar gravitational potentials, respectively. The simulated SDT

response is compared against meteor wind observations from the CMOR (43.3*N, 80.8*W), Collm (51.3*N, 13.0*E), and Kiruna

(67.5*N, 20.1*E) radars, showing close agreement with the observed amplitude and phase variability. Numerical experiments

investigate the individual roles of the solar and lunar SDT components in shaping the net SDT response. Further experiments

isolate the impact of changing propagation conditions through the zonal mean background atmosphere, non-linear wave-wave

interactions, and the SSW-induced stratospheric ozone redistribution. Results indicate that between 80-97 km altitude in the

northern hemisphere mid-to-high latitudes the net SDT response is driven by the solar SDT component, which itself is shaped

by changing propagation conditions through the zonal mean background atmosphere and by non-linear wave-wave interactions.

In addition, it is demonstrated that as a result of the rapidly varying solar SDT during the SSW the contribution of the lunar

SDT to the total measured tidal field can be significantly overestimated.
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Abstract19

This study investigates the response of the semidiurnal tide (SDT) to the 2013 major20

sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) event using meteor radar wind observations and mech-21

anistic tidal model simulations. In the model, the background atmosphere is constrained22

to meteorological fields from the Navy Global Environmental Model - High Altitude anal-23

ysis system. The solar (thermal) and lunar (gravitational) SDT components are forced24

by incorporating hourly temperature tendency fields from the ERA5 forecast model, and25

by specifying the M2 and N2 lunar gravitational potentials, respectively. The simulated26

SDT response is compared against meteor wind observations from the CMOR (43.3◦N,27

80.8◦W), Collm (51.3◦N, 13.0◦E), and Kiruna (67.5◦N, 20.1◦E) radars, showing close agree-28

ment with the observed amplitude and phase variability. Numerical experiments investigate29

the individual roles of the solar and lunar SDT components in shaping the net SDT re-30

sponse. Further experiments isolate the impact of changing propagation conditions through31

the zonal mean background atmosphere, non-linear wave-wave interactions, and the SSW-32

induced stratospheric ozone redistribution. Results indicate that between 80-97 km altitude33

in the northern hemisphere mid-to-high latitudes the net SDT response is driven by the34

solar SDT component, which itself is shaped by changing propagation conditions through35

the zonal mean background atmosphere and by non-linear wave-wave interactions. In addi-36

tion, it is demonstrated that as a result of the rapidly varying solar SDT during the SSW37

the contribution of the lunar SDT to the total measured tidal field can be significantly38

overestimated.39

1 Introduction40

During wintertime, planetary waves can propagate upwards from the troposphere into41

the stratosphere (Charney & Drazin, 1961). There they can destabilize the westerly winds42

of the stratospheric polar vortex, potentially leading to a vortex split or displacement event.43

The planetary wave breaking associated with such events induces enhanced stratospheric44

poleward meridional flows, leading to rapid compressional heating, or sudden stratospheric45

warming (SSW). Moreover, the westward momentum forcing exerted by the planetary waves46

causes a reversal of the otherwise westerly winds. While most of the dynamical changes47

associated with SSWs occur in the mid- and high-latitude stratosphere, their impact can48

extend from the troposphere up into the thermosphere (Limpasuvan et al., 2016). In the mid-49

and high-latitude mesosphere-lower-thermosphere (MLT, 80-110 km altitude), one of the50

major sources of SSW variability is associated with the induced changes to the semidiurnal51

tide (SDT) (Baldwin et al., 2021).52

The SDT is an atmospheric inertio-gravity wave that is expressed as a near 12-hour53

oscillation in the atmospheric winds, temperature and pressure fields (Chapman & Lindzen,54

1970). While it is predominantly excited by radiative and latent heating in the lower at-55

mosphere following the daily insulation cycle, the SDT reaches its largest amplitudes in56

the MLT due to the decreasing density of the atmosphere with altitude (Hagan, 1996). An57

additional excitation mechanism for the SDT arises from the lunar gravitational potential,58

which excites waves with near integer fractions of a lunar day periods. Through neutral59

atmosphere and ionosphere coupling, the different SDT components are also observed in60

ionospheric parameters such as equatorial E × B plasma drift velocities, F-region electron61

densities, ion temperatures, and sporadic E occurrence frequencies (Pedatella et al., 2014;62

Arras et al., 2009).63

The SDT signature in the upper atmosphere is strongly influenced by the tidal propa-64

gation conditions through the underlying atmosphere (van Caspel et al., 2022). The SDT65

therefore represents an important coupling mechanism between the variability of the lower66

and middle atmosphere and that of the MLT and ionosphere system (Pedatella & Forbes,67

2010; Forbes, 2009). This coupling is especially pronounced during SSWs, when tidal propa-68

gation conditions rapidly change (L. P. Goncharenko et al., 2021). However, open questions69
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remain about the spatio-temporal drivers of the SDT response, in particular regarding the70

individual roles and driving mechanisms of the solar and lunar SDT components (L. P. Gon-71

charenko et al., 2022; J. Liu et al., 2021; G. Liu et al., 2021; J. Zhang et al., 2021; Wu et72

al., 2019).73

The SDT response is challenging to investigate due to the large number of physical74

mechanisms involved. These include changes to the propagation conditions of the individ-75

ual solar (12.00 hr) and lunarM2 (12.42 hr) and N2 (12.64 hr) components (Forbes & Zhang,76

2012; Jin et al., 2012), non-linear wave-wave interactions with quasi-stationary planetary77

waves (H.-L. Liu et al., 2010), and changes to the thermal forcing caused by a redistribution78

of stratospheric ozone (L. P. Goncharenko et al., 2012). Quantifying the individual contri-79

butions of these mechanisms to the net SDT response is further complicated by the need for80

time windows upwards of 15 days to separate the lunar and solar components from a single81

time series (J. Liu et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2019; X. Zhang & Forbes, 2014a). Such long time82

windows can easily lead to an overly smoothed and potentially cross-contaminated view of83

the SDT response, especially considering that SSW-induced SDT variability can occur over84

the course of a few days (Stober et al., 2020).85

In this study, SDT observations from a range of Northern Hemisphere mid- and high-86

latitude meteor wind radars are simulated using a mechanistic tidal model during the 201387

major SSW event. The model, called the PRimitive equations In Spherical harmonics Model88

(PRISM), is a high-top neutral atmosphere model that allows for a free specification of the89

background atmosphere and tidal forcing terms (van Caspel et al., 2022). The background90

atmosphere is specified to realistic three-dimensional winds and temperatures, and the SDT91

is forced by incorporating a detailed thermal and gravitational forcing scheme. The grav-92

itational scheme includes both the M2 and N2 lunar SDT components, and incorporates93

ocean and load tide elevation fields from a global ocean tidal model.94

Section 2 describes the implementation of the solar and lunar tidal forcing terms, and95

of the background atmospheric specification. In Section 3, the simulated SDT response is96

compared to measurements from the CMOR (43.3◦N, 80.8◦W), Collm (51.3◦N, 13.0◦E),97

and Kiruna (67.5◦N, 20.1◦E) meteor wind radars between 80-97 km altitude. In addition,98

individual simulations of the lunar and solar SDT components are performed to establish the99

relative importance of these tidal components in shaping the net simulated SDT response.100

In Section 4, numerical experiments are performed to assess the impact of the changing101

propagation conditions through the zonal mean background atmosphere, non-linear wave-102

wave interactions with quasi-stationary planetary waves, and of changes to the thermal103

forcing resulting from a redistribution of stratospheric ozone. The results are discussed and104

concluded in Section 5.105

2 Model Description106

PRISM is a non-linear and time-dependent spectral model, which in earlier work has107

been used to simulate the SDT in the mid-latitude MLT (van Caspel et al., 2022). The model108

includes a climatological description of tidal dissipation terms through ion drag, Newtonian109

cooling, eddy diffusion, molecular diffusion, and surface friction. In this study, the horizontal110

resolution is truncated at zonal wavenumber S = 9 and meridional wavenumber N = 24,111

with 161 vertical levels up to an altitude of ∼430 km. While a detailed description of the112

model can be found in van Caspel et al. (2022) and references therein, those aspects of the113

model which have been modified for the current work are discussed below.114

2.1 Background Atmosphere115

The three-dimensional background atmosphere can be freely specified by relaxing the116

model’s dynamical fields towards that of the input meteorology, for which a nudging rate of117

D = 1/3 days−1 (d−1) is used. This nudging rate is high enough to accurately represent the118
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spatial and temporal evolution of the polar vortex, while being low enough to have no effect119

on the simulated SDT wave-field. To minimize the effect of wave-mean flow interactions120

between the zonal mean background atmosphere and the artificially introduced planetary121

waves (Pedatella & Liu, 2013), the zonal mean spherical harmonic coefficients are nudged at122

a rate of D0 = 4 d−1. While this may damp non-migrating zonal mean SDT components,123

diagnostic simulations with a lower zonal mean nudging rate find that this tidal component124

does not contribute significantly to our results.125

The background atmosphere between 85-0.001 hPa (approximately 10-95 km altitude)126

is nudged to daily mean wind and temperature fields calculated from 3-hourly NAVGEM-HA127

meteorological analysis data. The NAVGEM-HA model incorporates satellite observations128

of ozone, water vapor, and temperatures in the stratosphere and mesosphere, as well as129

standard operational meteorological observations in the troposphere (McCormack et al.,130

2017). Previous studies have shown that the NAVGEM-HA mean winds and temperatures131

are in good agreement with observations during the 2013 SSW event (Stober et al., 2020;132

McCormack et al., 2017).133

Fig. 1a illustrates the temporal evolution of the 2013 SSW in both the daily mean134

NAVGEM-HA fields and in PRISM, using the definition of Polar Vortex Weakening (PVW)135

proposed by X. Zhang and Forbes (2014b). According to this definition, the day of peak136

PVW occurs on January 10th 2013. On this day, zonal mean zonal winds at 48 km altitude137

and 70◦N reach their most easterly phase, coincident with zonal mean temperatures at 40138

km altitude and 90◦N reaching a maximum. Within the context of this work, the SSW139

onset is taken as the point where the zonal mean zonal winds at 48 km altitude and 70◦N140

reverse, on January 3rd. The onset of the recovery phase is taken as the point where the141

zonal mean zonal winds return to their climatological westerlies, on January 22nd. However,142

throughout the following text, the onset date, day of peak PVW, and recovery phase are143

referred to by their number of days since the 1st of December 2012 (day 34, 41, and 53,144

respectively), which is the starting date of the simulations.145

To demonstrate the accurate representation of the polar vortex in PRISM, Fig. 1b146

shows the evolution of quasi-stationary planetary waves with zonal wavenumber 1 (PW1)147

and 2 (PW2) in the NAVGEM-HA and PRISM zonal winds at 48 km altitude. The wave148

amplitudes are calculated by least-squares fitting stationary PW1 and PW2 waves to 4-day149

running mean zonal wind data, averaged between 50-70◦N. The planetary wave structure150

in PRISM closely follows that of NAVGEM-HA, which is marked by a PW1 enhancement151

leading up to the end of December, followed by a PW2 amplification in early January. This152

temporal evolution of the planetary wave structure is also consistent with earlier studies of153

the 2013 SSW event (Nath et al., 2016; Coy & Pawson, 2015; L. Goncharenko et al., 2013).154

Below an altitude of 85 hPa, PRISM is nudged to daily mean winds and tempera-155

tures calculated from 1-hourly ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis data (Hersbach et al., 2020).156

Above 0.001 hPa, the model is nudged to daily mean wind and temperature fields calcu-157

lated from the Horizontal Wind Model version 2014 (HWM14, Drob et al., 2015) and from158

the NRLMSISE-00 reference model (Picone et al., 2002), respectively. Diagnostic simula-159

tions where the boundaries between the different datasets of the composite atmosphere are160

artificially smoothed, find that any discontinuities between the datasets do not significantly161

effect the simulated SDT field.162

2.2 Solar Forcing163

The solar thermal SDT is forced by incorporating hourly global temperature tendency164

fields (TTFs) from the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) cycle 41r2 forecast165

model (Ehard et al., 2018). These TTFs include radiative and latent heating effects from166

the surface up to ∼80 km altitude, and are interpolated onto the PRISM model time-step.167

The ERA5 forecast model is initialized twice daily at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC based on a168

broad range of observations, and the 12 hr segments following each initialization are used169
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Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the time development of PVW as simulated by PRISM (solid lines)

and by the NAVGEM-HA model (dotted lines). Panel (b) shows the corresponding time devel-

opment of the PW1 and PW2 amplitudes in the zonal wind at 48 km altitude averaged between

50-70◦N. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery dates as defined

in Section 2.1.

to construct a continuous dataset of hourly TTFs. While the IFS TTFs extend only up170

to an altitude of ∼80 km, the contribution to the simulated SDT by the tide forced above171

this altitude is very small compared to those forced in the tropospheric and stratospheric172

regions (van Caspel et al., 2022).173

One limitation of the IFS TTFs is that its radiative transfer model does not include174

interactive ozone chemistry, but instead specifies a climatological zonal mean stratospheric175

ozone distribution (ECMWF, 2020). Consequently, the IFS TTFs cannot describe the ther-176

mal forcing changes caused by a redistribution of stratospheric ozone. In Section 4.2.1,177

this limitation is addressed by using 3-hourly TTFs from the Specified Dynamics Whole178

Atmosphere Community Climate Model with Thermosphere Extension version 2.1 (SD-179

WACCMX, H.-L. Liu et al., 2018). However, while the SD-WACCMX TTFs include in-180

teractive ozone chemistry, diagnostic simulations find that the short-term variability of the181

solar SDT forcing is better represented in the IFS forecast model.182

2.3 Lunar Forcing183

Following the approach of Pedatella et al. (2012), the lunar M2 (12.42 hr) and N2184

(12.66 hr) SDT components are prescribed by including the momentum forcing arising from185

the horizontal gradient of the lunar tidal potentials. The tidal potential is described by its186

contributions arising from the lunar gravitational potentials (Ω), the vertical displacement187

of the ocean, load, and solid Earth tides (gζ, where g = 9.81 ms−1 and ζ is the vertical188

displacement in meters), and the tidally induced redistribution of solid Earth mass (Ωe).189

The potential arising from the tidally induced redistribution of ocean mass represents only190

a very minor contribution (Vial & Forbes, 1994), and is ignored in this work.191
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The lunar gravitational potentials are described by192

ΩM2
= −0.7933P 2

2 (θ) cos (2τ)

ΩN2
= −0.1518P 2

2 (θ) cos (2τ − s+ p)

in units of m2s−2, where P 2
2 (θ) = 3 sin2 θ is an associated Legendre polynomial and θ is193

co-latitude (Chapman & Lindzen, 1970). In the above time factors, τ = t+ h− s where h,194

s, and p are given by195

h = 279.69668 + 36000.76892T + 0.00030T 2

s = −270.43659 + 481267.89057T + 0.00198T 2

p = 334.32956 + 4069.03403T − 0.01032T 2 − 0.00001T 3

in units of degrees. Here T represents the time since Greenwich mean noon on 1899 Decem-196

ber 31 (epoch 1900) in units of a Julian century (36525 days), and t is the angular measure197

of mean solar time (15◦ = 1 hr). The M2 potential describes the classic double tidal bulge,198

while the N2 potential describes the ∼ 20% amplitude variations of the M2 potential caused199

by the ellipticity of the lunar orbit.200

The Earth tide accounts for the vertical displacement of the Earth’s crust in response to201

the lunar gravitational field. Furthermore, the Earth tide is accompanied by a geopotential202

perturbation arising from the associated redistribution of crustal mass. Both the Earth203

tide and the associated mass-redistribution potentials can be expressed as Love-number204

multiplications of the lunar gravitational potentials, where the Love numbers are given by205

h2 = −0.609 and k2 = 0.302, respectively (Hollingsworth, 1971). The M2 and N2 Earth206

tide potential can then be written as (ζeM2
+ ζeN2

)g = h2(ΩM2
+ ΩN2

), and the associated207

mass-redistribution potential as Ωe
M2

+Ωe
N2

= k2(ΩM2
+ΩN2

).208

To force the lunar ocean and load tide components, hourly M2 and N2 elevation fields209

from the FES2014 ocean tide atlas are incorporated. The FES2014 model combines the210

hydrodynamic modeling of the ocean tides with ensemble data assimilation techniques,211

providing global instantaneous ocean and load tide elevation fields (Lyard et al., 2021).212

While the ocean tide represents the vertical displacement of the ocean surface, the load tide213

represents the vertical displacement of the ocean crust in response to the loading by the214

ocean tides.215

To verify the implementation of the lunar tide forcing, migrating lunar SDT (lunar216

SW2, for Semidiurnal, Westward S = 2) simulations are compared against climatological217

simulations from the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM) and Whole-Atmosphere Commu-218

nity Climate Model (WACCM), as described in detail in Pedatella et al. (2012). While the219

GSWM and WACCM simulations do not include the N2 tidal potentials, these tidal com-220

ponents have very little impact on the monthly mean amplitudes discussed in the following.221

For the PRISM lunar validation simulation, the lunar tide forcing for the year 2013 is propa-222

gated through a climatological background atmosphere based on monthly mean zonal mean223

zonal winds and temperatures from the upper atmosphere research satellite (UARS) ref-224

erence atmosphere project (URAP, Swinbank & Ortland, 2003). The URAP atmosphere225

extends from the surface up to ∼110 km altitude, and is padded to HWM14 and MSISE-00226

fields for altitudes above that. No thermal forcing is included in the lunar validation simu-227

lation, such that the amplitude of the lunar SW2 can easily be extracted using 4-day sliding228

window Fourier analysis.229

Fig. 2 shows the simulated mean January and June lunar SW2 amplitudes in the zonal230

winds. The vertical and latitudinal tidal structure follows those simulated by the GSWM231

and WACCM models, as shown in Pedatella et al. (2012), with peak amplitudes occurring232

in the summer hemisphere between 40-50◦ latitude and 110-125 km altitude. Amplitudes233

in the winter hemisphere are around a factor of two smaller, and maximize roughly between234

100-120 km. We note that, while Pedatella et al. (2012) find that GSWM lunar amplitudes235
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Figure 2. Monthly mean lunar SW2 amplitude in the zonal winds simulated by the climatological

PRISM lunar tide simulation for January (a) and July (b).

are a factor of 2-3 greater than those simulated by WACCM, the magnitude of the ampli-236

tudes simulated by PRISM more closely agree with those of the GSWM. For example, peak237

amplitudes in January are around 18 ms−1 in PRISM, 8 ms−1 in WACCM, and 22 ms−1 in238

GSWM.239

3 Comparison to Observations240

In this section, the simulated SDT response is compared against meteor wind observa-241

tions from the CMOR, Collm, and Kiruna meteor radar sites. The relative importance of242

the solar and lunar SDT components is quantified by comparison against individual lunar243

and solar SDT simulations. We note that the results presented in this section do not de-244

pend on the choice of zonal or meridional winds, and therefore only the zonal component is245

discussed.246

3.1 SDT Response247

The CMOR, Collm, and Kiruna meteor radars provide hourly horizontal winds by248

measuring the so-called meteor trail position data (Hocking et al., 2001), with details of249

the radars and wind retrieval algorithm given by Stober et al. (2022, 2021). We note that250

the Collm meteor radar received an upgrade in 2015, with the 2012/2013 configuration251

described in more detail by Jacobi et al. (2007). In the current work, meteor radar wind252

measurements between 80-97 km altitude are used, having vertical resolutions between 2-3253

km. To extract the SDT amplitude and phase from the hourly winds, a least-squares 4-254

day sliding window fit of a mean and sine waves representing the diurnal, semidiurnal and255

terdiurnal tides is performed. Here the fitted SDT includes only a 12.00 hr wave, since the256

employed 4-day time window effectively aliases the solar and lunar SDT components. To257

compare the model to observation, hourly PRISM output is interpolated to the geographic258

locations of the meteor radars, and analyzed using the same least-squares fitting routine.259

Fig. 3 shows the measured and simulated amplitude of the SDT at the three radar sites.260

At the CMOR site (Fig. 3a and 3d), both the model and observations show a pronounced am-261

plitude enhancement occurring roughly five days after peak PVW, with amplitudes reaching262

up to 70 ms−1. This enhancement is preceded by a 10-day amplitude minimum of around263

10-20 ms−1, starting around the time of the SSW onset. Notably, a quasi 10-day periodic-264

ity is discernible in both the observed and simulated amplitudes, reaching local amplitude265

maxima around days 24, 31, 46, and 60. This periodicity is also observable at the CMOR266

and Kiruna sites, and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.267
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Figure 3. Comparison of the zonal SDT amplitude measured and simulated at the CMOR (a,d),

Collm (b,e), and Kiruna (c,f) radar sites. Contours are spaced in 10 ms−1 intervals. The vertical

dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

At the Collm site (Fig. 3b and 3e), the observed and simulated SDT also show an268

amplitude enhancement with 60-70 ms−1 maximum, although here peak amplitudes occur269

nearer to 10 days after peak PVW. Similar to the CMOR site, the SDT enhancement is270

preceded by a ∼10-day amplitude minimum. At the Kiruna site (Fig. 3c and 3f), the simu-271

lated and observed SDT is similar to the other sites, reaching peak amplitudes in the range272

of 50-60 ms−1 around 10 days after peak PVW. Here the preceding amplitude minimum273

is less pronounced, however, as amplitudes leading up to the onset date are comparatively274

smaller. The model also shows more variability in the vertical compared to observation,275

while amplitudes are overestimated by around 20 ms −1 between days 20 and 40.276

Fig. 4 shows the phase of the simulated and observed SDT at the three radar sites,277

expressed here in terms of the Local Time Of Maximum (LTOM). The local time at each278

radar site is calculated as tlocal = tUTC + 24 · λ/360, where λ is the station longitude in279

degrees. The observed phase displays similar characteristics at all three radar sites, where280

the LTOM shifts to an earlier time by about 3-4 hr over the course of a five day period281

following peak PVW. While this behavior is reproduced by the model at all three sites, the282

simulated phase shift is instead nearer to 2-3 hr. In addition, the simulated phase at the283

Kiruna site is overestimated by about 2 hrs on average, while the phase at the CMOR site284

displays more variability than observation between days 50 and 65.285

3.2 Solar and Lunar SDT Response286

Numerical experiments are performed to investigate the individual contributions of the287

lunar and solar SDT components to the total simulated SDT. This is achieved by performing288

simulations where only the lunar SDT forcing (OnlyLunar) or only the thermal forcing289
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Figure 4. Comparison of the zonal SDT phase (LTOM) simulated by PRISM and measured

by the CMOR (a,d), Collm (b,e), and Kiruna (c,f) meteor radars. Contours are spaced in 1 hr

intervals. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined

in Section 2.1.

(OnlySolar) are included. Fig. 5 compares the two simulations, where the solar SDT is290

denoted by S2 and the lunar SDT by M2. As before, the tidal amplitudes are calculated291

using a 4-day sliding window, but now the least-squares fit to the OnlyLunar simulation292

uses a 12.42 hr wave rather than a 12.00 hr wave (although the results are very similar using293

either a 12.00 hr or 12.42 hr wave period). Fig. 5a-c shows that the simulated solar SDT294

closely resembles that of the full PRISM simulation (shown in Fig. 3d-f). The most notable295

differences with the full PRISM simulation are that the amplitude enhancements following296

peak PVW are 5-10 ms−1 lower, while the amplitude minima preceding the enhancements297

are 5-10 ms−1 higher.298

Fig. 5d-f shows that the lunar SDT enhances broadly between peak PVW and the299

recovery phase onset, reaching amplitudes between 12-14 ms−1 at all three radar sites. The300

magnitude of the lunar SDT amplitude is only around 15-20% of that of the solar SDT at the301

time of the enhancement. Furthermore, a diagnostic simulation without the lunar N2 forcing302

included shows difference of less than 3 ms−1 with the OnlyLunar simulation, indicating that303

there is no particular enhancement of the N2 component taking place. In agreement with304

lunar amplitudes being considerably smaller than the solar component, diagnostic analysis305

finds that the phase behavior of the SDT over the course of the SSW closely follows that of306

the solar component.307

It is important to note that the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar simulations cannot capture308

the effects of any wave-wave interactions between the solar and lunar SDT components.309

However, diagnostic analysis finds that the sum of the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar simulations310

closely matches that of the PRISM simulation, suggesting that tidal wave-wave interactions311
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Figure 5. Comparison of the zonal SDT amplitude simulated by the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar

simulations at the CMOR (a,d), Collm (b,e), and Kiruna (c,f) sites. Contours are spaced in 10

ms−1 intervals for the left-hand panels, and 4 ms−1 intervals for the right-hand panels. The vertical

dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

are limited. We note that differences between the sum of the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar312

simulations and the full PRISM simulation can also arise from a certain degree of internal313

variability, or noise, present from simulation to simulation. This noise can lead to SDT314

amplitude variations on the order of a few ms−1, which we attribute to internal gravity315

wave variability.316

4 Model Analysis317

Further numerical experiments are performed to quantify the individual contributions to318

the simulated SDT response of the changing propagation conditions through the zonal mean319

background atmosphere, non-linear wave-wave interactions with quasi-stationary planetary320

waves, and thermal forcing variations caused by a stratospheric ozone redistribution. An321

overview of the experiments of this section is given in Table 1.322

4.1 Migrating and Non-Migrating SDT Response323

To gain insight into the drivers of the SDT response, the simulated tidal wave field is324

decomposed into its migrating and non-migrating components. These tidal components are325

calculated by performing a 4-day sliding window 2-D Fourier decomposition of the simulated326

zonal wind field. In the simulation results, the two gravest non-migrating components are327

found to be the westward zonal wavenumber S = 1 (SW1) and westward zonal wavenumber S328

= 3 (SW3) tides (consistent with the results of Stober et al. (2020)), which can be produced329

by the interaction between the migrating SDT (SW2) and quasi-stationary PW1 waves330

(Angelats i Coll & Forbes, 2002; Teitelbaum & Vial, 1991). Non-migrating tides other than331

these two components are not discussed here.332
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Table 1. Numerical experiment model setup.

Experiment Configuration

PRISM Model configuration as described in Section 2
OnlyLunar As PRISM, only lunar SDT forcing
OnlySolar As PRISM, only solar SDT forcing
FixedAtmos As OnlySolar, atmosphere fixed to zonal mean Dec 20th 2012
FixedForcing As OnlySolar, forcing includes only SW2 fixed to Dec 20th 2012
FixedForcingZM As FixedForcing, no background planetary waves included
WACStrat As OnlySolar, forcing only between 100-0.1 hPa based on SD-WACCMX

Fig. 6a-c shows the latitude-time development of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitudes in333

the PRISM simulation at 97 km altitude, corresponding to the highest altitude of the Collm,334

CMOR, and Kiruna meteor wind measurements. However, the results are independent of335

the choice of altitude for the altitude range considered in this work. The SW1 tide reaches336

amplitudes up to 27 ms−1 both before and after peak PVW, though amplitudes are generally337

highest for the period between peak PVW and the recovery onset. The largest SW1 tide338

amplitudes are, however, contained to latitudes above 50◦N. Fig. 6b illustrates that the339

largest amplitudes occur in the SW2 component, consistent with the results of Hibbins et340

al. (2019). One notable feature of the SW2 tide is that its amplitudes are reduced by 20-341

30 ms−1 during a 10-day period centered roughly on the day of peak PVW. Furthermore,342

while the SW2 tide generally peaks between 50-70◦N, its amplitude is increased between343

days 43-48 around 30-45◦N, corresponding to the latitude band of the CMOR radar. SW2344

amplitudes nevertheless stay below 45 ms−1 at all latitudes up until day 60. For the SW3345

tide, amplitudes intermittently reach values between 10-20 ms−1 both before, after, and346

during the SSW.347

In Fig. 6, the horizontal lines mark the latitudes of the meteor radars. Tracing, for348

example, the latitude of the Kiruna radar, shows that around the time of the peak amplitude349

enhancement (day 50, reaching up to 60 ms−1), nearly half of the local amplitude is the result350

of the constructive interference between non-migrating tides and the SW2 tide. Similarly,351

over half of the peak amplitude of 70 ms−1 at the CMOR radar is the result of non-migrating352

tides, as SW2 amplitudes reach only up to around 30 ms−1 around that time.353

In Fig. 6d-f the latitude-time development of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 tides in the354

OnlySolar simulation are shown. The close correspondence between these results and those355

of the PRISM simulation reaffirm the minimal role of the lunar SDT at these altitudes.356

Therefore, in the following investigation of the driving mechanisms of the SDT response,357

only the solar tidal components are considered.358

4.2 Forcing Mechanisms359

To isolate the impact of variations in the thermal forcing, the background atmosphere360

in the FixedAtmos experiment is fixed to that of the 20th December 2012, representing361

pre-SSW conditions. In addition, no planetary waves are included, such that any variations362

in the simulated non-migrating tides are caused by variations in the thermal forcing itself.363

Excluding the planetary waves is achieved by nudging the wave field towards zero rather364

than the daily mean NAVGEM-HA fields. Fig. 7a-c shows the resulting latitude-time devel-365

opment of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 tidal amplitudes. At the meteor radar latitudes, SW1366

amplitudes remain mostly below 5 ms−1, but reach up to 10 ms−1 around day 60. Fig. 7b367

shows that the resulting SW2 tide is marked by a quasi 10-day periodicity, having variations368

on the order of 10-20 ms−1. This periodicity is also observed in the PRISM and OnlySolar369
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Figure 6. Latitude-time development of the zonal SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitudes at 97 km

altitude from the PRISM (a,b,c) and OnlySolar (d,e,f) simulations. The vertical dashed lines

mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1. The horizontal

dashed lines mark the latitudes of the three meteor radars used in this study.

simulations at the CMOR, Collm, and Kiruna meteor radar sites, as discussed in Section 3.370

Note that these variations are the results of variations in the tropospheric forcing, as the371

stratospheric forcing is based on a climatological ozone distribution. The SW3 tide shown372

in Fig. 7c reaches amplitudes of up to 12 ms−1 throughout the mid- and high-latitudes.373

Fig. 7d-f shows the latitude-time development of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitudes374

from the FixedForcing experiment. The FixedForcing experiment employs a thermal forcing375

fixed to that of the 20th of December, while the background atmospheric variations are as376

in the full PRISM simulation. In addition, only the dominant SW2 forcing component is377

included, such that any non-migrating tides are the result of wave-wave interactions. The378

resulting SW1 tide closely resembles that of the OnlySolar simulation, reaching amplitudes379

of up to 24 ms−1 around day 45. The SW2 tide also displays similar characteristics to that380

of the OnlySolar simulation (Fig. 6d), with a 10-day amplitude minimum broadly centered381

on the day of peak PVW. The SW2 also shows a maximum around day 35, and a broad382

maximum after day 55. For the SW3 tide, the FixedForcing experiment identifies a pro-383

nounced non-linear wave-wave forcing occurring around day 45 between 50-60◦N, reaching384

amplitudes of up to 18 ms−1. However, since the thermal variations of the SW3 tide are385

similar in magnitude to those from the FixedForcing experiment, the wave-wave forcing386

response is difficult to uniquely separate from the full PRISM and OnlySolar simulations.387

To isolate the impact of the changing propagation conditions through the zonal mean388

background atmosphere, the FixedForcingZM experiment repeats the FixedForcing experi-389

ment, but without the inclusion of planetary waves. Any variations in the SW2 amplitudes390

are then the result of variations in the zonal mean propagation conditions. Fig. 8 shows391

that the resulting SW2 follows that of the FixedForcing experiment, although amplitudes392

are generally higher at times when large non-migrating tides are present in the FixedForcing393
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Figure 7. Latitude-time development of the zonal SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitude at 97 km

altitude for the FixedAtmos (a,b,c) and FixedForcing (d,e,f) experiments listed in Table 1. The

vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

The horizontal dashed lines mark the latitudes of the three meteor radars used in this study.

experiment (i.e., when the SW2 interacts with planetary waves). Nevertheless, the charac-394

teristic amplitude minimum centered roughly on the day of peak PVW is reproduced, along395

with the amplitude maxima around day 30 and after day 55.396

4.2.1 Stratospheric Ozone397

As discussed in Section 2, the employed IFS TTFs can not be used to describe the398

effects of a SSW-induced stratospheric ozone redistribution on the thermal SDT forcing.399

To determine the importance of this effect, a simulation is performed using 3-hourly TTFs400

from the SD-WACCMX model. The SD-WACCMX model includes parameterizations of401

all the major chemical and radiative processes from the surface to the thermosphere, and402

incorporates the instantaneous modeled stratospheric ozone distribution in its radiative403

transfer calculations. The model also captures the dynamics of the 2013 SSW, by virtue of404

its assimilated MERRA-2 reanalysis winds and temperatures for altitudes below ∼50 km.405

To illustrate the effect of the SSW on the stratospheric ozone distribution, Fig. 9a406

shows the SD-WACCMX ozone mixing ratios at 40 km altitude on the day of peak PVW.407

Here a zonal wavenumber S = 1 structure is visible in the ozone mixing ratios between408

40-50◦N, which is shaped by the zonally asymmetric transport of ozone in response to the409

SSW. To isolate the impact of the ozone redistribution on the thermal SDT forcing, the410

WACStrat experiment includes only the SD-WACCMX TTFs between 100-0.1 hPa (10-411

70 km altitude), spanning the entire stratospheric ozone forcing region (van Caspel et al.,412

2022). Similar to the FixedAtmos experiment, the specified winds and temperatures of413

the background atmosphere are fixed to that of the 20th of December 2012 and include414
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Figure 8. Latitude-time development of the zonal SW2 amplitude at 97 km altitude for the

FixedForcingZM experiment listed in Table 1. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak

PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1. The horizontal dashed lines mark the latitudes

of the three meteor radars used in this study.

no planetary waves. Any variations in the migrating and non-migrating tides can then be415

attributed to variations in the stratospheric ozone forcing itself.416

Fig. 9b-d shows the time evolution of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 tidal amplitudes. The417

amplitude of the SW2 forcing response is decreased by 3-4 ms−1 about five days after peak418

PVW, while the SW1 component peaks at 2 ms−1 five days before peak PVW at 65◦N. The419

largest variations occur in the SW3 component, which reaches amplitudes of up to 4-5 ms−1
420

five days before peak PVW at 50◦N.421

Figure 9. SD-WACCMX ozone mixing ratios at 40 km altitude on the 11th of January 2013

(a), and the latitude-time development of the zonal SW1 (b), SW2 (c), and SW3 (d) amplitudes

at 97 km altitude from the WACStrat experiment. Contours for the tidal amplitudes are spaced in

1 ms−1 intervals. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as

defined in Section 2.1. The horizontal dashed lines mark the latitudes of the three meteor radars

used in this study.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion422

In this study, the SDT response to the 2013 SSW is simulated using the mechanistic423

PRISM tidal model. The model includes a detailed description of the lunar and solar tidal424

forcing terms, and the tides are propagated through a realistic background atmosphere425

based on the NAVGEM-HA meteorological analysis system. The simulated amplitude and426

phase variability of the SDT are found to be in close agreement with measurements made at427

the CMOR (43.3◦N, 80.8◦W), Collm (51.3◦N, 13.0◦E), and Kiruna (67.5◦N, 20.1◦E) radar428

sites between 80-97 km altitude. The SDT response is characterized by a 10-day amplitude429

minimum, followed by a 60-70 ms−1 amplitude maximum 5-10 days after peak PVW.430

Numerical experiments where only the solar or lunar tidal forcing terms are included,431

find that the net simulated SDT response closely follows that of the solar component. During432

the time of the SDT enhancement, lunar amplitudes are around 10-15% of that of the solar433

component, reaching amplitudes of up to 12-14 ms−1 over the course of the SSW. Further434

numerical experiments find that the response of the solar SDT is governed by the changing435

zonal mean propagation conditions through the background atmosphere, and by non-linear436

wave-wave interactions between the SW2 tide and quasi-stationary planetary waves. The437

zonal mean propagation conditions shape the observed 10-day amplitude minimum, while438

non-migrating tides can contribute up to 50% of the net SDT amplitude during the enhance-439

ment following peak PVW. The impact of the SSW-induced redistribution of stratospheric440

ozone is found to be small, inducing amplitude variations of only up to 4 ms−1.441

In our results, the minimal role of the lunar SDT contrasts earlier reports of a strongly442

enhanced lunar SDT during the 2013 SSW, and during SSWs in general (e.g., Koushik et443

al., 2020; Conte et al., 2017; Chau et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2013). We suggest that this444

discrepancy can be explained by the inherent difficulty of separating the solar and lunar445

SDT frequencies over the course of a SSW event. By way of illustration, the commonly446

used method of a 16-day sliding window fit containing both the 12.00 hr (solar) and 12.42447

hr (lunar) SDT components is demonstrated, using the observed and simulated zonal winds448

at the CMOR radar site. The following results, however, also apply to window lengths449

anywhere between 14 to 21 days.450

Fig. 10a,d shows the 16-day sliding window solar and lunar SDT amplitudes from the451

observed CMOR winds. The qualitative behavior of both tidal components follows that of452

the net observed SDT (Fig. 3a), showing strongly enhanced amplitudes around 5-10 days453

following peak PVW. Peak lunar amplitudes reach up to ∼24 ms−1, and are nearly half454

that of the peak solar amplitudes. Applying the 16-sliding window fit to the CMOR winds455

simulated by PRISM shows similar results (Fig. 10b,e). The lunar amplitudes calculated456

for the PRISM simulation strongly contrast the results from Section 3.2, however, where457

the individual lunar tide simulation found amplitudes no greater than 14 ms−1. That the458

high amplitudes calculated from the 16-day sliding window fit are instead caused by cross-459

contamination effects with the solar SDT, is illustrated in Fig. 10c,f. Here the 16-day460

sliding window analysis is applied to a simulation without a lunar tide forcing (OnlySolar).461

However, the same qualitative response for both the lunar and solar SDT components is462

reproduced, with lunar SDT amplitudes of up to 24 ms−1. Similar analysis finds that the463

OnlySolar simulation yields cross-contaminated lunar SDT amplitudes of up to 24 ms−1 and464

16 ms−1 at the Collm and Kiruna sites, respectively.465

Diagnostic analysis where the 16-day sliding window fit is applied to the results from466

a simulation including only the thermal forcing and a fixed background atmosphere (Fixe-467

dAtmos), find no evidence of lunar tide periodicities in the thermal forcing itself. It also468

finds no evidence of a (contaminated) lunar SDT response to the SSW. Applying the 16-day469

fit to a simulation with a fixed daily thermal forcing (FixedForcing) does, however, closely470

reproduce the cross-contaminated lunar tide enhancement. Thus indicating that the cross-471

contamination of the lunar SDT is caused by the SSW-induced variability in the propagation472

conditions of the solar SDT component. For example, the phase variation of the solar SDT473
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over the 16 day window translates to a transient frequency variation. This in turn results474

in the bleeding of the 12.00 hr solar tide into the lunar spectral bandwidth.475

Figure 10. Solar and lunar SDT zonal amplitude calculated using a 16-day sliding window for

the CMOR meteor winds (a,d), PRISM simulation (b,e), and OnlySolar experiment (c,f). Note

the different color scaling for the left-hand and right-hand panels. The vertical dashed lines mark

the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

In summary, the SDT response to the 2013 SSW is found to be governed by that of476

the solar SDT component. This response is driven by the changing propagation conditions477

through the background atmosphere and by non-linear wave-wave interactions with quasi-478

stationary planetary waves. Non-migrating tides can contribute up to half of the net SDT479

response, suggesting that the SDT response at any given geographical location strongly480

depends on the planetary wave structure of the SSW. A climatological analysis of the SDT481

response at any location is therefore anticipated to require the sampling of a large number of482

events. In addition, the study of the SDT response is further complicated by the short-term483

variability of the solar component easily leading to an overestimation of the lunar amplitudes484

when both are separated over the course of a SSW. Future work will go out to studying485

the SDT response to other SSWs using the methodology outlined in this work, while also486

extending the analysis to other altitude regions.487
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Abstract19

This study investigates the response of the semidiurnal tide (SDT) to the 2013 major20

sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) event using meteor radar wind observations and mech-21

anistic tidal model simulations. In the model, the background atmosphere is constrained22

to meteorological fields from the Navy Global Environmental Model - High Altitude anal-23

ysis system. The solar (thermal) and lunar (gravitational) SDT components are forced24

by incorporating hourly temperature tendency fields from the ERA5 forecast model, and25

by specifying the M2 and N2 lunar gravitational potentials, respectively. The simulated26

SDT response is compared against meteor wind observations from the CMOR (43.3◦N,27

80.8◦W), Collm (51.3◦N, 13.0◦E), and Kiruna (67.5◦N, 20.1◦E) radars, showing close agree-28

ment with the observed amplitude and phase variability. Numerical experiments investigate29

the individual roles of the solar and lunar SDT components in shaping the net SDT re-30

sponse. Further experiments isolate the impact of changing propagation conditions through31

the zonal mean background atmosphere, non-linear wave-wave interactions, and the SSW-32

induced stratospheric ozone redistribution. Results indicate that between 80-97 km altitude33

in the northern hemisphere mid-to-high latitudes the net SDT response is driven by the34

solar SDT component, which itself is shaped by changing propagation conditions through35

the zonal mean background atmosphere and by non-linear wave-wave interactions. In addi-36

tion, it is demonstrated that as a result of the rapidly varying solar SDT during the SSW37

the contribution of the lunar SDT to the total measured tidal field can be significantly38

overestimated.39

1 Introduction40

During wintertime, planetary waves can propagate upwards from the troposphere into41

the stratosphere (Charney & Drazin, 1961). There they can destabilize the westerly winds42

of the stratospheric polar vortex, potentially leading to a vortex split or displacement event.43

The planetary wave breaking associated with such events induces enhanced stratospheric44

poleward meridional flows, leading to rapid compressional heating, or sudden stratospheric45

warming (SSW). Moreover, the westward momentum forcing exerted by the planetary waves46

causes a reversal of the otherwise westerly winds. While most of the dynamical changes47

associated with SSWs occur in the mid- and high-latitude stratosphere, their impact can48

extend from the troposphere up into the thermosphere (Limpasuvan et al., 2016). In the mid-49

and high-latitude mesosphere-lower-thermosphere (MLT, 80-110 km altitude), one of the50

major sources of SSW variability is associated with the induced changes to the semidiurnal51

tide (SDT) (Baldwin et al., 2021).52

The SDT is an atmospheric inertio-gravity wave that is expressed as a near 12-hour53

oscillation in the atmospheric winds, temperature and pressure fields (Chapman & Lindzen,54

1970). While it is predominantly excited by radiative and latent heating in the lower at-55

mosphere following the daily insulation cycle, the SDT reaches its largest amplitudes in56

the MLT due to the decreasing density of the atmosphere with altitude (Hagan, 1996). An57

additional excitation mechanism for the SDT arises from the lunar gravitational potential,58

which excites waves with near integer fractions of a lunar day periods. Through neutral59

atmosphere and ionosphere coupling, the different SDT components are also observed in60

ionospheric parameters such as equatorial E × B plasma drift velocities, F-region electron61

densities, ion temperatures, and sporadic E occurrence frequencies (Pedatella et al., 2014;62

Arras et al., 2009).63

The SDT signature in the upper atmosphere is strongly influenced by the tidal propa-64

gation conditions through the underlying atmosphere (van Caspel et al., 2022). The SDT65

therefore represents an important coupling mechanism between the variability of the lower66

and middle atmosphere and that of the MLT and ionosphere system (Pedatella & Forbes,67

2010; Forbes, 2009). This coupling is especially pronounced during SSWs, when tidal propa-68

gation conditions rapidly change (L. P. Goncharenko et al., 2021). However, open questions69
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remain about the spatio-temporal drivers of the SDT response, in particular regarding the70

individual roles and driving mechanisms of the solar and lunar SDT components (L. P. Gon-71

charenko et al., 2022; J. Liu et al., 2021; G. Liu et al., 2021; J. Zhang et al., 2021; Wu et72

al., 2019).73

The SDT response is challenging to investigate due to the large number of physical74

mechanisms involved. These include changes to the propagation conditions of the individ-75

ual solar (12.00 hr) and lunarM2 (12.42 hr) and N2 (12.64 hr) components (Forbes & Zhang,76

2012; Jin et al., 2012), non-linear wave-wave interactions with quasi-stationary planetary77

waves (H.-L. Liu et al., 2010), and changes to the thermal forcing caused by a redistribution78

of stratospheric ozone (L. P. Goncharenko et al., 2012). Quantifying the individual contri-79

butions of these mechanisms to the net SDT response is further complicated by the need for80

time windows upwards of 15 days to separate the lunar and solar components from a single81

time series (J. Liu et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2019; X. Zhang & Forbes, 2014a). Such long time82

windows can easily lead to an overly smoothed and potentially cross-contaminated view of83

the SDT response, especially considering that SSW-induced SDT variability can occur over84

the course of a few days (Stober et al., 2020).85

In this study, SDT observations from a range of Northern Hemisphere mid- and high-86

latitude meteor wind radars are simulated using a mechanistic tidal model during the 201387

major SSW event. The model, called the PRimitive equations In Spherical harmonics Model88

(PRISM), is a high-top neutral atmosphere model that allows for a free specification of the89

background atmosphere and tidal forcing terms (van Caspel et al., 2022). The background90

atmosphere is specified to realistic three-dimensional winds and temperatures, and the SDT91

is forced by incorporating a detailed thermal and gravitational forcing scheme. The grav-92

itational scheme includes both the M2 and N2 lunar SDT components, and incorporates93

ocean and load tide elevation fields from a global ocean tidal model.94

Section 2 describes the implementation of the solar and lunar tidal forcing terms, and95

of the background atmospheric specification. In Section 3, the simulated SDT response is96

compared to measurements from the CMOR (43.3◦N, 80.8◦W), Collm (51.3◦N, 13.0◦E),97

and Kiruna (67.5◦N, 20.1◦E) meteor wind radars between 80-97 km altitude. In addition,98

individual simulations of the lunar and solar SDT components are performed to establish the99

relative importance of these tidal components in shaping the net simulated SDT response.100

In Section 4, numerical experiments are performed to assess the impact of the changing101

propagation conditions through the zonal mean background atmosphere, non-linear wave-102

wave interactions with quasi-stationary planetary waves, and of changes to the thermal103

forcing resulting from a redistribution of stratospheric ozone. The results are discussed and104

concluded in Section 5.105

2 Model Description106

PRISM is a non-linear and time-dependent spectral model, which in earlier work has107

been used to simulate the SDT in the mid-latitude MLT (van Caspel et al., 2022). The model108

includes a climatological description of tidal dissipation terms through ion drag, Newtonian109

cooling, eddy diffusion, molecular diffusion, and surface friction. In this study, the horizontal110

resolution is truncated at zonal wavenumber S = 9 and meridional wavenumber N = 24,111

with 161 vertical levels up to an altitude of ∼430 km. While a detailed description of the112

model can be found in van Caspel et al. (2022) and references therein, those aspects of the113

model which have been modified for the current work are discussed below.114

2.1 Background Atmosphere115

The three-dimensional background atmosphere can be freely specified by relaxing the116

model’s dynamical fields towards that of the input meteorology, for which a nudging rate of117

D = 1/3 days−1 (d−1) is used. This nudging rate is high enough to accurately represent the118
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spatial and temporal evolution of the polar vortex, while being low enough to have no effect119

on the simulated SDT wave-field. To minimize the effect of wave-mean flow interactions120

between the zonal mean background atmosphere and the artificially introduced planetary121

waves (Pedatella & Liu, 2013), the zonal mean spherical harmonic coefficients are nudged at122

a rate of D0 = 4 d−1. While this may damp non-migrating zonal mean SDT components,123

diagnostic simulations with a lower zonal mean nudging rate find that this tidal component124

does not contribute significantly to our results.125

The background atmosphere between 85-0.001 hPa (approximately 10-95 km altitude)126

is nudged to daily mean wind and temperature fields calculated from 3-hourly NAVGEM-HA127

meteorological analysis data. The NAVGEM-HA model incorporates satellite observations128

of ozone, water vapor, and temperatures in the stratosphere and mesosphere, as well as129

standard operational meteorological observations in the troposphere (McCormack et al.,130

2017). Previous studies have shown that the NAVGEM-HA mean winds and temperatures131

are in good agreement with observations during the 2013 SSW event (Stober et al., 2020;132

McCormack et al., 2017).133

Fig. 1a illustrates the temporal evolution of the 2013 SSW in both the daily mean134

NAVGEM-HA fields and in PRISM, using the definition of Polar Vortex Weakening (PVW)135

proposed by X. Zhang and Forbes (2014b). According to this definition, the day of peak136

PVW occurs on January 10th 2013. On this day, zonal mean zonal winds at 48 km altitude137

and 70◦N reach their most easterly phase, coincident with zonal mean temperatures at 40138

km altitude and 90◦N reaching a maximum. Within the context of this work, the SSW139

onset is taken as the point where the zonal mean zonal winds at 48 km altitude and 70◦N140

reverse, on January 3rd. The onset of the recovery phase is taken as the point where the141

zonal mean zonal winds return to their climatological westerlies, on January 22nd. However,142

throughout the following text, the onset date, day of peak PVW, and recovery phase are143

referred to by their number of days since the 1st of December 2012 (day 34, 41, and 53,144

respectively), which is the starting date of the simulations.145

To demonstrate the accurate representation of the polar vortex in PRISM, Fig. 1b146

shows the evolution of quasi-stationary planetary waves with zonal wavenumber 1 (PW1)147

and 2 (PW2) in the NAVGEM-HA and PRISM zonal winds at 48 km altitude. The wave148

amplitudes are calculated by least-squares fitting stationary PW1 and PW2 waves to 4-day149

running mean zonal wind data, averaged between 50-70◦N. The planetary wave structure150

in PRISM closely follows that of NAVGEM-HA, which is marked by a PW1 enhancement151

leading up to the end of December, followed by a PW2 amplification in early January. This152

temporal evolution of the planetary wave structure is also consistent with earlier studies of153

the 2013 SSW event (Nath et al., 2016; Coy & Pawson, 2015; L. Goncharenko et al., 2013).154

Below an altitude of 85 hPa, PRISM is nudged to daily mean winds and tempera-155

tures calculated from 1-hourly ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis data (Hersbach et al., 2020).156

Above 0.001 hPa, the model is nudged to daily mean wind and temperature fields calcu-157

lated from the Horizontal Wind Model version 2014 (HWM14, Drob et al., 2015) and from158

the NRLMSISE-00 reference model (Picone et al., 2002), respectively. Diagnostic simula-159

tions where the boundaries between the different datasets of the composite atmosphere are160

artificially smoothed, find that any discontinuities between the datasets do not significantly161

effect the simulated SDT field.162

2.2 Solar Forcing163

The solar thermal SDT is forced by incorporating hourly global temperature tendency164

fields (TTFs) from the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) cycle 41r2 forecast165

model (Ehard et al., 2018). These TTFs include radiative and latent heating effects from166

the surface up to ∼80 km altitude, and are interpolated onto the PRISM model time-step.167

The ERA5 forecast model is initialized twice daily at 06:00 and 18:00 UTC based on a168

broad range of observations, and the 12 hr segments following each initialization are used169
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Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the time development of PVW as simulated by PRISM (solid lines)

and by the NAVGEM-HA model (dotted lines). Panel (b) shows the corresponding time devel-

opment of the PW1 and PW2 amplitudes in the zonal wind at 48 km altitude averaged between

50-70◦N. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery dates as defined

in Section 2.1.

to construct a continuous dataset of hourly TTFs. While the IFS TTFs extend only up170

to an altitude of ∼80 km, the contribution to the simulated SDT by the tide forced above171

this altitude is very small compared to those forced in the tropospheric and stratospheric172

regions (van Caspel et al., 2022).173

One limitation of the IFS TTFs is that its radiative transfer model does not include174

interactive ozone chemistry, but instead specifies a climatological zonal mean stratospheric175

ozone distribution (ECMWF, 2020). Consequently, the IFS TTFs cannot describe the ther-176

mal forcing changes caused by a redistribution of stratospheric ozone. In Section 4.2.1,177

this limitation is addressed by using 3-hourly TTFs from the Specified Dynamics Whole178

Atmosphere Community Climate Model with Thermosphere Extension version 2.1 (SD-179

WACCMX, H.-L. Liu et al., 2018). However, while the SD-WACCMX TTFs include in-180

teractive ozone chemistry, diagnostic simulations find that the short-term variability of the181

solar SDT forcing is better represented in the IFS forecast model.182

2.3 Lunar Forcing183

Following the approach of Pedatella et al. (2012), the lunar M2 (12.42 hr) and N2184

(12.66 hr) SDT components are prescribed by including the momentum forcing arising from185

the horizontal gradient of the lunar tidal potentials. The tidal potential is described by its186

contributions arising from the lunar gravitational potentials (Ω), the vertical displacement187

of the ocean, load, and solid Earth tides (gζ, where g = 9.81 ms−1 and ζ is the vertical188

displacement in meters), and the tidally induced redistribution of solid Earth mass (Ωe).189

The potential arising from the tidally induced redistribution of ocean mass represents only190

a very minor contribution (Vial & Forbes, 1994), and is ignored in this work.191
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The lunar gravitational potentials are described by192

ΩM2
= −0.7933P 2

2 (θ) cos (2τ)

ΩN2
= −0.1518P 2

2 (θ) cos (2τ − s+ p)

in units of m2s−2, where P 2
2 (θ) = 3 sin2 θ is an associated Legendre polynomial and θ is193

co-latitude (Chapman & Lindzen, 1970). In the above time factors, τ = t+ h− s where h,194

s, and p are given by195

h = 279.69668 + 36000.76892T + 0.00030T 2

s = −270.43659 + 481267.89057T + 0.00198T 2

p = 334.32956 + 4069.03403T − 0.01032T 2 − 0.00001T 3

in units of degrees. Here T represents the time since Greenwich mean noon on 1899 Decem-196

ber 31 (epoch 1900) in units of a Julian century (36525 days), and t is the angular measure197

of mean solar time (15◦ = 1 hr). The M2 potential describes the classic double tidal bulge,198

while the N2 potential describes the ∼ 20% amplitude variations of the M2 potential caused199

by the ellipticity of the lunar orbit.200

The Earth tide accounts for the vertical displacement of the Earth’s crust in response to201

the lunar gravitational field. Furthermore, the Earth tide is accompanied by a geopotential202

perturbation arising from the associated redistribution of crustal mass. Both the Earth203

tide and the associated mass-redistribution potentials can be expressed as Love-number204

multiplications of the lunar gravitational potentials, where the Love numbers are given by205

h2 = −0.609 and k2 = 0.302, respectively (Hollingsworth, 1971). The M2 and N2 Earth206

tide potential can then be written as (ζeM2
+ ζeN2

)g = h2(ΩM2
+ ΩN2

), and the associated207

mass-redistribution potential as Ωe
M2

+Ωe
N2

= k2(ΩM2
+ΩN2

).208

To force the lunar ocean and load tide components, hourly M2 and N2 elevation fields209

from the FES2014 ocean tide atlas are incorporated. The FES2014 model combines the210

hydrodynamic modeling of the ocean tides with ensemble data assimilation techniques,211

providing global instantaneous ocean and load tide elevation fields (Lyard et al., 2021).212

While the ocean tide represents the vertical displacement of the ocean surface, the load tide213

represents the vertical displacement of the ocean crust in response to the loading by the214

ocean tides.215

To verify the implementation of the lunar tide forcing, migrating lunar SDT (lunar216

SW2, for Semidiurnal, Westward S = 2) simulations are compared against climatological217

simulations from the Global Scale Wave Model (GSWM) and Whole-Atmosphere Commu-218

nity Climate Model (WACCM), as described in detail in Pedatella et al. (2012). While the219

GSWM and WACCM simulations do not include the N2 tidal potentials, these tidal com-220

ponents have very little impact on the monthly mean amplitudes discussed in the following.221

For the PRISM lunar validation simulation, the lunar tide forcing for the year 2013 is propa-222

gated through a climatological background atmosphere based on monthly mean zonal mean223

zonal winds and temperatures from the upper atmosphere research satellite (UARS) ref-224

erence atmosphere project (URAP, Swinbank & Ortland, 2003). The URAP atmosphere225

extends from the surface up to ∼110 km altitude, and is padded to HWM14 and MSISE-00226

fields for altitudes above that. No thermal forcing is included in the lunar validation simu-227

lation, such that the amplitude of the lunar SW2 can easily be extracted using 4-day sliding228

window Fourier analysis.229

Fig. 2 shows the simulated mean January and June lunar SW2 amplitudes in the zonal230

winds. The vertical and latitudinal tidal structure follows those simulated by the GSWM231

and WACCM models, as shown in Pedatella et al. (2012), with peak amplitudes occurring232

in the summer hemisphere between 40-50◦ latitude and 110-125 km altitude. Amplitudes233

in the winter hemisphere are around a factor of two smaller, and maximize roughly between234

100-120 km. We note that, while Pedatella et al. (2012) find that GSWM lunar amplitudes235
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Figure 2. Monthly mean lunar SW2 amplitude in the zonal winds simulated by the climatological

PRISM lunar tide simulation for January (a) and July (b).

are a factor of 2-3 greater than those simulated by WACCM, the magnitude of the ampli-236

tudes simulated by PRISM more closely agree with those of the GSWM. For example, peak237

amplitudes in January are around 18 ms−1 in PRISM, 8 ms−1 in WACCM, and 22 ms−1 in238

GSWM.239

3 Comparison to Observations240

In this section, the simulated SDT response is compared against meteor wind observa-241

tions from the CMOR, Collm, and Kiruna meteor radar sites. The relative importance of242

the solar and lunar SDT components is quantified by comparison against individual lunar243

and solar SDT simulations. We note that the results presented in this section do not de-244

pend on the choice of zonal or meridional winds, and therefore only the zonal component is245

discussed.246

3.1 SDT Response247

The CMOR, Collm, and Kiruna meteor radars provide hourly horizontal winds by248

measuring the so-called meteor trail position data (Hocking et al., 2001), with details of249

the radars and wind retrieval algorithm given by Stober et al. (2022, 2021). We note that250

the Collm meteor radar received an upgrade in 2015, with the 2012/2013 configuration251

described in more detail by Jacobi et al. (2007). In the current work, meteor radar wind252

measurements between 80-97 km altitude are used, having vertical resolutions between 2-3253

km. To extract the SDT amplitude and phase from the hourly winds, a least-squares 4-254

day sliding window fit of a mean and sine waves representing the diurnal, semidiurnal and255

terdiurnal tides is performed. Here the fitted SDT includes only a 12.00 hr wave, since the256

employed 4-day time window effectively aliases the solar and lunar SDT components. To257

compare the model to observation, hourly PRISM output is interpolated to the geographic258

locations of the meteor radars, and analyzed using the same least-squares fitting routine.259

Fig. 3 shows the measured and simulated amplitude of the SDT at the three radar sites.260

At the CMOR site (Fig. 3a and 3d), both the model and observations show a pronounced am-261

plitude enhancement occurring roughly five days after peak PVW, with amplitudes reaching262

up to 70 ms−1. This enhancement is preceded by a 10-day amplitude minimum of around263

10-20 ms−1, starting around the time of the SSW onset. Notably, a quasi 10-day periodic-264

ity is discernible in both the observed and simulated amplitudes, reaching local amplitude265

maxima around days 24, 31, 46, and 60. This periodicity is also observable at the CMOR266

and Kiruna sites, and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.267
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Figure 3. Comparison of the zonal SDT amplitude measured and simulated at the CMOR (a,d),

Collm (b,e), and Kiruna (c,f) radar sites. Contours are spaced in 10 ms−1 intervals. The vertical

dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

At the Collm site (Fig. 3b and 3e), the observed and simulated SDT also show an268

amplitude enhancement with 60-70 ms−1 maximum, although here peak amplitudes occur269

nearer to 10 days after peak PVW. Similar to the CMOR site, the SDT enhancement is270

preceded by a ∼10-day amplitude minimum. At the Kiruna site (Fig. 3c and 3f), the simu-271

lated and observed SDT is similar to the other sites, reaching peak amplitudes in the range272

of 50-60 ms−1 around 10 days after peak PVW. Here the preceding amplitude minimum273

is less pronounced, however, as amplitudes leading up to the onset date are comparatively274

smaller. The model also shows more variability in the vertical compared to observation,275

while amplitudes are overestimated by around 20 ms −1 between days 20 and 40.276

Fig. 4 shows the phase of the simulated and observed SDT at the three radar sites,277

expressed here in terms of the Local Time Of Maximum (LTOM). The local time at each278

radar site is calculated as tlocal = tUTC + 24 · λ/360, where λ is the station longitude in279

degrees. The observed phase displays similar characteristics at all three radar sites, where280

the LTOM shifts to an earlier time by about 3-4 hr over the course of a five day period281

following peak PVW. While this behavior is reproduced by the model at all three sites, the282

simulated phase shift is instead nearer to 2-3 hr. In addition, the simulated phase at the283

Kiruna site is overestimated by about 2 hrs on average, while the phase at the CMOR site284

displays more variability than observation between days 50 and 65.285

3.2 Solar and Lunar SDT Response286

Numerical experiments are performed to investigate the individual contributions of the287

lunar and solar SDT components to the total simulated SDT. This is achieved by performing288

simulations where only the lunar SDT forcing (OnlyLunar) or only the thermal forcing289
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Figure 4. Comparison of the zonal SDT phase (LTOM) simulated by PRISM and measured

by the CMOR (a,d), Collm (b,e), and Kiruna (c,f) meteor radars. Contours are spaced in 1 hr

intervals. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined

in Section 2.1.

(OnlySolar) are included. Fig. 5 compares the two simulations, where the solar SDT is290

denoted by S2 and the lunar SDT by M2. As before, the tidal amplitudes are calculated291

using a 4-day sliding window, but now the least-squares fit to the OnlyLunar simulation292

uses a 12.42 hr wave rather than a 12.00 hr wave (although the results are very similar using293

either a 12.00 hr or 12.42 hr wave period). Fig. 5a-c shows that the simulated solar SDT294

closely resembles that of the full PRISM simulation (shown in Fig. 3d-f). The most notable295

differences with the full PRISM simulation are that the amplitude enhancements following296

peak PVW are 5-10 ms−1 lower, while the amplitude minima preceding the enhancements297

are 5-10 ms−1 higher.298

Fig. 5d-f shows that the lunar SDT enhances broadly between peak PVW and the299

recovery phase onset, reaching amplitudes between 12-14 ms−1 at all three radar sites. The300

magnitude of the lunar SDT amplitude is only around 15-20% of that of the solar SDT at the301

time of the enhancement. Furthermore, a diagnostic simulation without the lunar N2 forcing302

included shows difference of less than 3 ms−1 with the OnlyLunar simulation, indicating that303

there is no particular enhancement of the N2 component taking place. In agreement with304

lunar amplitudes being considerably smaller than the solar component, diagnostic analysis305

finds that the phase behavior of the SDT over the course of the SSW closely follows that of306

the solar component.307

It is important to note that the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar simulations cannot capture308

the effects of any wave-wave interactions between the solar and lunar SDT components.309

However, diagnostic analysis finds that the sum of the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar simulations310

closely matches that of the PRISM simulation, suggesting that tidal wave-wave interactions311
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Figure 5. Comparison of the zonal SDT amplitude simulated by the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar

simulations at the CMOR (a,d), Collm (b,e), and Kiruna (c,f) sites. Contours are spaced in 10

ms−1 intervals for the left-hand panels, and 4 ms−1 intervals for the right-hand panels. The vertical

dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

are limited. We note that differences between the sum of the OnlySolar and OnlyLunar312

simulations and the full PRISM simulation can also arise from a certain degree of internal313

variability, or noise, present from simulation to simulation. This noise can lead to SDT314

amplitude variations on the order of a few ms−1, which we attribute to internal gravity315

wave variability.316

4 Model Analysis317

Further numerical experiments are performed to quantify the individual contributions to318

the simulated SDT response of the changing propagation conditions through the zonal mean319

background atmosphere, non-linear wave-wave interactions with quasi-stationary planetary320

waves, and thermal forcing variations caused by a stratospheric ozone redistribution. An321

overview of the experiments of this section is given in Table 1.322

4.1 Migrating and Non-Migrating SDT Response323

To gain insight into the drivers of the SDT response, the simulated tidal wave field is324

decomposed into its migrating and non-migrating components. These tidal components are325

calculated by performing a 4-day sliding window 2-D Fourier decomposition of the simulated326

zonal wind field. In the simulation results, the two gravest non-migrating components are327

found to be the westward zonal wavenumber S = 1 (SW1) and westward zonal wavenumber S328

= 3 (SW3) tides (consistent with the results of Stober et al. (2020)), which can be produced329

by the interaction between the migrating SDT (SW2) and quasi-stationary PW1 waves330

(Angelats i Coll & Forbes, 2002; Teitelbaum & Vial, 1991). Non-migrating tides other than331

these two components are not discussed here.332
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Table 1. Numerical experiment model setup.

Experiment Configuration

PRISM Model configuration as described in Section 2
OnlyLunar As PRISM, only lunar SDT forcing
OnlySolar As PRISM, only solar SDT forcing
FixedAtmos As OnlySolar, atmosphere fixed to zonal mean Dec 20th 2012
FixedForcing As OnlySolar, forcing includes only SW2 fixed to Dec 20th 2012
FixedForcingZM As FixedForcing, no background planetary waves included
WACStrat As OnlySolar, forcing only between 100-0.1 hPa based on SD-WACCMX

Fig. 6a-c shows the latitude-time development of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitudes in333

the PRISM simulation at 97 km altitude, corresponding to the highest altitude of the Collm,334

CMOR, and Kiruna meteor wind measurements. However, the results are independent of335

the choice of altitude for the altitude range considered in this work. The SW1 tide reaches336

amplitudes up to 27 ms−1 both before and after peak PVW, though amplitudes are generally337

highest for the period between peak PVW and the recovery onset. The largest SW1 tide338

amplitudes are, however, contained to latitudes above 50◦N. Fig. 6b illustrates that the339

largest amplitudes occur in the SW2 component, consistent with the results of Hibbins et340

al. (2019). One notable feature of the SW2 tide is that its amplitudes are reduced by 20-341

30 ms−1 during a 10-day period centered roughly on the day of peak PVW. Furthermore,342

while the SW2 tide generally peaks between 50-70◦N, its amplitude is increased between343

days 43-48 around 30-45◦N, corresponding to the latitude band of the CMOR radar. SW2344

amplitudes nevertheless stay below 45 ms−1 at all latitudes up until day 60. For the SW3345

tide, amplitudes intermittently reach values between 10-20 ms−1 both before, after, and346

during the SSW.347

In Fig. 6, the horizontal lines mark the latitudes of the meteor radars. Tracing, for348

example, the latitude of the Kiruna radar, shows that around the time of the peak amplitude349

enhancement (day 50, reaching up to 60 ms−1), nearly half of the local amplitude is the result350

of the constructive interference between non-migrating tides and the SW2 tide. Similarly,351

over half of the peak amplitude of 70 ms−1 at the CMOR radar is the result of non-migrating352

tides, as SW2 amplitudes reach only up to around 30 ms−1 around that time.353

In Fig. 6d-f the latitude-time development of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 tides in the354

OnlySolar simulation are shown. The close correspondence between these results and those355

of the PRISM simulation reaffirm the minimal role of the lunar SDT at these altitudes.356

Therefore, in the following investigation of the driving mechanisms of the SDT response,357

only the solar tidal components are considered.358

4.2 Forcing Mechanisms359

To isolate the impact of variations in the thermal forcing, the background atmosphere360

in the FixedAtmos experiment is fixed to that of the 20th December 2012, representing361

pre-SSW conditions. In addition, no planetary waves are included, such that any variations362

in the simulated non-migrating tides are caused by variations in the thermal forcing itself.363

Excluding the planetary waves is achieved by nudging the wave field towards zero rather364

than the daily mean NAVGEM-HA fields. Fig. 7a-c shows the resulting latitude-time devel-365

opment of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 tidal amplitudes. At the meteor radar latitudes, SW1366

amplitudes remain mostly below 5 ms−1, but reach up to 10 ms−1 around day 60. Fig. 7b367

shows that the resulting SW2 tide is marked by a quasi 10-day periodicity, having variations368

on the order of 10-20 ms−1. This periodicity is also observed in the PRISM and OnlySolar369
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Figure 6. Latitude-time development of the zonal SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitudes at 97 km

altitude from the PRISM (a,b,c) and OnlySolar (d,e,f) simulations. The vertical dashed lines

mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1. The horizontal

dashed lines mark the latitudes of the three meteor radars used in this study.

simulations at the CMOR, Collm, and Kiruna meteor radar sites, as discussed in Section 3.370

Note that these variations are the results of variations in the tropospheric forcing, as the371

stratospheric forcing is based on a climatological ozone distribution. The SW3 tide shown372

in Fig. 7c reaches amplitudes of up to 12 ms−1 throughout the mid- and high-latitudes.373

Fig. 7d-f shows the latitude-time development of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitudes374

from the FixedForcing experiment. The FixedForcing experiment employs a thermal forcing375

fixed to that of the 20th of December, while the background atmospheric variations are as376

in the full PRISM simulation. In addition, only the dominant SW2 forcing component is377

included, such that any non-migrating tides are the result of wave-wave interactions. The378

resulting SW1 tide closely resembles that of the OnlySolar simulation, reaching amplitudes379

of up to 24 ms−1 around day 45. The SW2 tide also displays similar characteristics to that380

of the OnlySolar simulation (Fig. 6d), with a 10-day amplitude minimum broadly centered381

on the day of peak PVW. The SW2 also shows a maximum around day 35, and a broad382

maximum after day 55. For the SW3 tide, the FixedForcing experiment identifies a pro-383

nounced non-linear wave-wave forcing occurring around day 45 between 50-60◦N, reaching384

amplitudes of up to 18 ms−1. However, since the thermal variations of the SW3 tide are385

similar in magnitude to those from the FixedForcing experiment, the wave-wave forcing386

response is difficult to uniquely separate from the full PRISM and OnlySolar simulations.387

To isolate the impact of the changing propagation conditions through the zonal mean388

background atmosphere, the FixedForcingZM experiment repeats the FixedForcing experi-389

ment, but without the inclusion of planetary waves. Any variations in the SW2 amplitudes390

are then the result of variations in the zonal mean propagation conditions. Fig. 8 shows391

that the resulting SW2 follows that of the FixedForcing experiment, although amplitudes392

are generally higher at times when large non-migrating tides are present in the FixedForcing393
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Figure 7. Latitude-time development of the zonal SW1, SW2, and SW3 amplitude at 97 km

altitude for the FixedAtmos (a,b,c) and FixedForcing (d,e,f) experiments listed in Table 1. The

vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

The horizontal dashed lines mark the latitudes of the three meteor radars used in this study.

experiment (i.e., when the SW2 interacts with planetary waves). Nevertheless, the charac-394

teristic amplitude minimum centered roughly on the day of peak PVW is reproduced, along395

with the amplitude maxima around day 30 and after day 55.396

4.2.1 Stratospheric Ozone397

As discussed in Section 2, the employed IFS TTFs can not be used to describe the398

effects of a SSW-induced stratospheric ozone redistribution on the thermal SDT forcing.399

To determine the importance of this effect, a simulation is performed using 3-hourly TTFs400

from the SD-WACCMX model. The SD-WACCMX model includes parameterizations of401

all the major chemical and radiative processes from the surface to the thermosphere, and402

incorporates the instantaneous modeled stratospheric ozone distribution in its radiative403

transfer calculations. The model also captures the dynamics of the 2013 SSW, by virtue of404

its assimilated MERRA-2 reanalysis winds and temperatures for altitudes below ∼50 km.405

To illustrate the effect of the SSW on the stratospheric ozone distribution, Fig. 9a406

shows the SD-WACCMX ozone mixing ratios at 40 km altitude on the day of peak PVW.407

Here a zonal wavenumber S = 1 structure is visible in the ozone mixing ratios between408

40-50◦N, which is shaped by the zonally asymmetric transport of ozone in response to the409

SSW. To isolate the impact of the ozone redistribution on the thermal SDT forcing, the410

WACStrat experiment includes only the SD-WACCMX TTFs between 100-0.1 hPa (10-411

70 km altitude), spanning the entire stratospheric ozone forcing region (van Caspel et al.,412

2022). Similar to the FixedAtmos experiment, the specified winds and temperatures of413

the background atmosphere are fixed to that of the 20th of December 2012 and include414
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Figure 8. Latitude-time development of the zonal SW2 amplitude at 97 km altitude for the

FixedForcingZM experiment listed in Table 1. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak

PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1. The horizontal dashed lines mark the latitudes

of the three meteor radars used in this study.

no planetary waves. Any variations in the migrating and non-migrating tides can then be415

attributed to variations in the stratospheric ozone forcing itself.416

Fig. 9b-d shows the time evolution of the SW1, SW2, and SW3 tidal amplitudes. The417

amplitude of the SW2 forcing response is decreased by 3-4 ms−1 about five days after peak418

PVW, while the SW1 component peaks at 2 ms−1 five days before peak PVW at 65◦N. The419

largest variations occur in the SW3 component, which reaches amplitudes of up to 4-5 ms−1
420

five days before peak PVW at 50◦N.421

Figure 9. SD-WACCMX ozone mixing ratios at 40 km altitude on the 11th of January 2013

(a), and the latitude-time development of the zonal SW1 (b), SW2 (c), and SW3 (d) amplitudes

at 97 km altitude from the WACStrat experiment. Contours for the tidal amplitudes are spaced in

1 ms−1 intervals. The vertical dashed lines mark the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as

defined in Section 2.1. The horizontal dashed lines mark the latitudes of the three meteor radars

used in this study.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion422

In this study, the SDT response to the 2013 SSW is simulated using the mechanistic423

PRISM tidal model. The model includes a detailed description of the lunar and solar tidal424

forcing terms, and the tides are propagated through a realistic background atmosphere425

based on the NAVGEM-HA meteorological analysis system. The simulated amplitude and426

phase variability of the SDT are found to be in close agreement with measurements made at427

the CMOR (43.3◦N, 80.8◦W), Collm (51.3◦N, 13.0◦E), and Kiruna (67.5◦N, 20.1◦E) radar428

sites between 80-97 km altitude. The SDT response is characterized by a 10-day amplitude429

minimum, followed by a 60-70 ms−1 amplitude maximum 5-10 days after peak PVW.430

Numerical experiments where only the solar or lunar tidal forcing terms are included,431

find that the net simulated SDT response closely follows that of the solar component. During432

the time of the SDT enhancement, lunar amplitudes are around 10-15% of that of the solar433

component, reaching amplitudes of up to 12-14 ms−1 over the course of the SSW. Further434

numerical experiments find that the response of the solar SDT is governed by the changing435

zonal mean propagation conditions through the background atmosphere, and by non-linear436

wave-wave interactions between the SW2 tide and quasi-stationary planetary waves. The437

zonal mean propagation conditions shape the observed 10-day amplitude minimum, while438

non-migrating tides can contribute up to 50% of the net SDT amplitude during the enhance-439

ment following peak PVW. The impact of the SSW-induced redistribution of stratospheric440

ozone is found to be small, inducing amplitude variations of only up to 4 ms−1.441

In our results, the minimal role of the lunar SDT contrasts earlier reports of a strongly442

enhanced lunar SDT during the 2013 SSW, and during SSWs in general (e.g., Koushik et443

al., 2020; Conte et al., 2017; Chau et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2013). We suggest that this444

discrepancy can be explained by the inherent difficulty of separating the solar and lunar445

SDT frequencies over the course of a SSW event. By way of illustration, the commonly446

used method of a 16-day sliding window fit containing both the 12.00 hr (solar) and 12.42447

hr (lunar) SDT components is demonstrated, using the observed and simulated zonal winds448

at the CMOR radar site. The following results, however, also apply to window lengths449

anywhere between 14 to 21 days.450

Fig. 10a,d shows the 16-day sliding window solar and lunar SDT amplitudes from the451

observed CMOR winds. The qualitative behavior of both tidal components follows that of452

the net observed SDT (Fig. 3a), showing strongly enhanced amplitudes around 5-10 days453

following peak PVW. Peak lunar amplitudes reach up to ∼24 ms−1, and are nearly half454

that of the peak solar amplitudes. Applying the 16-sliding window fit to the CMOR winds455

simulated by PRISM shows similar results (Fig. 10b,e). The lunar amplitudes calculated456

for the PRISM simulation strongly contrast the results from Section 3.2, however, where457

the individual lunar tide simulation found amplitudes no greater than 14 ms−1. That the458

high amplitudes calculated from the 16-day sliding window fit are instead caused by cross-459

contamination effects with the solar SDT, is illustrated in Fig. 10c,f. Here the 16-day460

sliding window analysis is applied to a simulation without a lunar tide forcing (OnlySolar).461

However, the same qualitative response for both the lunar and solar SDT components is462

reproduced, with lunar SDT amplitudes of up to 24 ms−1. Similar analysis finds that the463

OnlySolar simulation yields cross-contaminated lunar SDT amplitudes of up to 24 ms−1 and464

16 ms−1 at the Collm and Kiruna sites, respectively.465

Diagnostic analysis where the 16-day sliding window fit is applied to the results from466

a simulation including only the thermal forcing and a fixed background atmosphere (Fixe-467

dAtmos), find no evidence of lunar tide periodicities in the thermal forcing itself. It also468

finds no evidence of a (contaminated) lunar SDT response to the SSW. Applying the 16-day469

fit to a simulation with a fixed daily thermal forcing (FixedForcing) does, however, closely470

reproduce the cross-contaminated lunar tide enhancement. Thus indicating that the cross-471

contamination of the lunar SDT is caused by the SSW-induced variability in the propagation472

conditions of the solar SDT component. For example, the phase variation of the solar SDT473
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over the 16 day window translates to a transient frequency variation. This in turn results474

in the bleeding of the 12.00 hr solar tide into the lunar spectral bandwidth.475

Figure 10. Solar and lunar SDT zonal amplitude calculated using a 16-day sliding window for

the CMOR meteor winds (a,d), PRISM simulation (b,e), and OnlySolar experiment (c,f). Note

the different color scaling for the left-hand and right-hand panels. The vertical dashed lines mark

the SSW onset, peak PVW, and recovery onset as defined in Section 2.1.

In summary, the SDT response to the 2013 SSW is found to be governed by that of476

the solar SDT component. This response is driven by the changing propagation conditions477

through the background atmosphere and by non-linear wave-wave interactions with quasi-478

stationary planetary waves. Non-migrating tides can contribute up to half of the net SDT479

response, suggesting that the SDT response at any given geographical location strongly480

depends on the planetary wave structure of the SSW. A climatological analysis of the SDT481

response at any location is therefore anticipated to require the sampling of a large number of482

events. In addition, the study of the SDT response is further complicated by the short-term483

variability of the solar component easily leading to an overestimation of the lunar amplitudes484

when both are separated over the course of a SSW. Future work will go out to studying485

the SDT response to other SSWs using the methodology outlined in this work, while also486

extending the analysis to other altitude regions.487
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